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Diva Q, host of the hit TV show BBQ Crawl, brings us her backyard barbecue recipes, with more

than 185 grilling favorites for absolutely everyone.Diva Q's (aka Danielle Bennett's) backyard

barbecue book is packed with simple recipes for casual, down-to-earth family food. Get started with

the six recipes you need to know most, then move to chapters on appetizers, pork, bacon (Diva Q's

claim to fame), beef, fowl, seafood, sides, salads, slaws, breads and desserts, that take you from

the basics to the best the barbecue world has to offer. Plenty of meatless options are included,

including Portobello-Cheddar Burgers, Smokin' Good Sweet Potatoes with Bourbon Butter and The

Ultimate Mac and Cheese. Â Â Â Â  With more than just recipes, Diva Q takes all the guesswork out

of grilling for you, with guidance on everying from getting great char marks, to picking the right

meat--and even points you to her YouTube videos online for extra help. If it's got anything to do with

barbecue, Diva Q has got you covered! Â Â Â Â Diva Q's Barbecue is an indispensable book for

every backyard barbecuer, and the perfect companion when cooking for a crowd. So fire up the grill

and invite your friends over--because life's too short for bad barbecue!
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Cover to cover this is by far the BEST book I have ever received. Not only is this is a recipe book it

covers absolutely everything you could possibly need to know about from what woods to use,

different grill types and so much more! This is the BBQers bible! I have not put this down all day.

The biggest problem I am having is deciding which recipe to start with! I am seriously impressed

with the overall quality, photos and attention to detail in this book! Thank you Diva Q!



Preordered this book what seems like a lifetime ago. Got an email  .. It was shipping. Raced home

from work, opened my mailbox and there it was.What an incredible book Miss Danielle had written ,

the knowledge this woman has, her experience is second to none.If your a beginner, intermediate or

even an advanced BBQ person this book has something for everyone.

This is a very good cookbook, it says bbq on the cover, and it does have bbq recipes in there, but

oh so much more, sides desserts, drinks. the pictures are superb, you can tell there was alot of time

used to put this book together. do yourself a favor and purchase this book.....you will not be

disappointed at all.

Just got this book in the mail today and I cannot wait to put it to use. It's an outstanding read and

easy to follow. And loads of pictures to show you how your meals turn out. And the icing on the

cake....death by Diva recipe. That's worth the price alone. That you Diva for sharing some of your

secrets.

THIS is the grilling cookbook I have been waiting for! I was delighted by all the beautiful photos, and

the HUGE variety of recipes! You can make an entire meal on the grill using this book, and have a

lot of fun doing it! Some are sure to become family favorites, and all will impress your guests! I also

enjoyed the many tips and extra information about the dishes given on every page. The recipes are

clearly written, with new twists on familiar favorites and lots of exciting ideas. Pineapple Stand

Chicken! Meat Cake! Death by Diva! Danielle included recipes from many of her friends and family,

making this book even more special, because having friends and family gathered around a fire and

sharing food is what life is all about. Thank you, Danielle, for sharing your love of food, friends,

family and fire with the world.

great cookbook with a variety of recipes from soup to nuts with a couple of cocktails too!! A good

read with excellent photos--think will try pineapple chiken first! Excellent addition to the cookbook

shelf(ves)

I am posting this under my wife's name since she purchased the book. I am a competitive bbq cook

and have read many books on bbq. I can say, without a doubt, that this book must be considered

the definitive book on bbq. From technique, to innovations, to libations, this book rocks. You will



want to literally eat the pictures in the book. Tonight my son is smoking kale thanks to the inspiration

from the book. If you want to expand your horizons beyond just ribs or chicken on a smoker, or if

you want to enter the world of competitive bbq, this book is for you. If you are just starting out, or a

seasoned pro, this book is for you. Check it out! Randy Hill, Southern Krunk BBQ Society.

If you are looking for a BBQ cookbook this is it. Book is very well laid out, easy to follow

instructions/recipes and the ingredients are readily available at your local grocery. Wanting to

impress your friends at the next cook out?? Diva-Q's book will definitely provide you with recipes to

make it happen.
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